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Abstract—Cybersecurity is the practice of preventing and 

responding to assaults on computer systems, networks, 

hardware, and software. Your sensitive data is vulnerable to 

more complex and dynamic assaults that use cutting-edge 

techniques to get over well-established data protection measures 

by combining social engineering and artificial intelligence (AI). 

The world is getting more and more dependent on technology, 

and as we create new technologies that will eventually connect to 

our connected devices via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, this dependency 

will only grow. Adversaries have the ability to establish 

persistence and increase privileges by executing malicious code 

when asked by Image File Execution Options (IFEO) debuggers. 

Using IFEOs, a developer may link a debugger to an 

application. An attacker can start a covert instance in the form 

of a virtual desktop and operate it secretly behind the scenes 

while the naive victim uses the computer as usual, as opposed to 

gaining control of the victim's desktop. For the purpose of 

removing any traces that the endpoint has been remotely 

operated, the hVNC creates a brand-new Windows desktop. 

Since this virtual desktop has its own associated explorer.exe 

process, victims are unable to monitor processes that are 

initiated in the context of the new desktop. The backdoor, 

referred to as "Domino," has been in use since at least October 

2022 and has the capacity to gather essential system data, send 

data to its command-and-control (C&C) server, and start a 

loader to install the final payload on the compromised systems. 

The Domino software shares code with the Lizar virus. This 

review paper assesses three latest types of cyberattacks namely 

the IFEO injection used in the stack rumbling technique by the 

Chinese APT group, hVNC attach and the Domino Malware 

used by the Lizar group where each of these have a high threat 

to payload ratio.  

 

Keywords— Domino Malware, backdoor, hVNC, IFEO, 

Cyber-Security, Debugger.  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The practice of defending against and recovering from 

cyberattacks on computer systems, networks, devices, and 

software is known as cybersecurity. Your sensitive 

information is exposed to assaults that are increasingly 

sophisticated and dynamic as hackers employ cutting-edge 

strategies that combine social engineering and artificial 

intelligence (AI) to circumvent long-standing data protection 

precautions. 

As we create new technologies that will eventually 

connect to our linked devices via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, the 

globe will become more and more dependent on technology, 

which will only lead to an increase in that reliance. The 

benefits of cybersecurity are growing. Fundamentally, there is 

no indication that technology will play a different function in 

our society. Data leaks involving identity theft are now freely 

reported on social media platforms. Social security numbers, 

credit card numbers, and bank account numbers are just a few 

examples of the private data that is currently kept on the cloud 

by services like Dropbox or Google Drive. 

Everyone, whether they are individuals, small 

organizations, or massive corporations, uses computers on a 

daily basis. When we combine this with the expansion of 

cloud services, inadequate cloud service security, cellphones, 

and the Internet of Things (IoT), we now have a wide 

spectrum of potential security vulnerabilities that weren't there 

a few decades ago. We still need to understand the differences 

between cybersecurity and information security, despite the 

fact that the two sectors of competence are becoming more 

similar. Governments all across the world are paying more 

attention to cybercrime. 

Since it protects against data theft and loss, cybersecurity 

is essential. This includes sensitive data, personally 

identifiable information (PII), protected health information 

(PHI), personal data, information relating to intellectual 

property, and computer networks utilised by the government 

and industry. Your company cannot protect itself against data 

breach operations without a cybersecurity programme, making 

it an unavoidable target for thieves. 

Both inherent risk and residual risk are increasing as a 

result of improved global connectivity and the usage of cloud 

services like Amazon Web Services to store private and 

sensitive data. The likelihood of a successful cyber-attack or 

data breach against your company is increasing due to 

widespread improper configuration of cloud services and more 

intelligent hackers. 

Business executives cannot only rely on standard 

cybersecurity tools like firewalls and antivirus software 

because hackers are growing more cunning and their strategies 

are becoming more resistant to traditional cyber defenses. To 

keep secure, it's crucial to cover all aspects of cybersecurity. 

Cyber risks might originate at any level inside your 

company. To inform personnel about typical cyberthreats 

including social engineering schemes, phishing, ransomware 

attacks (think WannaCry), and other malware aimed to steal 

intellectual property or personal data, workplaces must offer 

cybersecurity awareness training. 

Because of the prevalence of data breaches, cybersecurity 

is important across all sectors, not only those with strict 

regulations like the healthcare sector. Following a data breach, 

even small organizations run the danger of incurring 

irreparable reputational harm. 
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II. IFEO INJECTIONS 

By running malicious material that is prompted by Image 

File Execution Options (IFEO) debuggers, adversaries may 

create persistence and escalate privileges. A developer can 

connect a debugger to an application using IFEOs. A 

debugger that is contained in an application's IFEO is 

prepended to the name of the programme when a process is 

launched, essentially starting the new process within the 

debugger.  IFEOs can be directly set using the registry or the 

GFlags tool under Global Flags. When a specific programme 

silently departs (i.e., is prematurely terminated by itself or 

another, non-kernel-mode process), IFEOs can also make it 

possible for an arbitrary monitor programme to be launched. 

A Registry key that configures "cmd.exe" or similar 

programme that gives backdoor access, as a "debugger" for an 

accessibility software, may be updated on Windows Vista and 

later, as well as Windows Server 2008 and later. The 

procedure for accessibility features is comparable to this one. 

The "debugger" programme will run with ‘system’ privileges 

once the Registry has been updated when the proper key 

combination is pressed at the login screen while using a 

keyboard or when connecting through Remote Desktop 

Protocol. These settings may also be abused to get privilege 

escalation, similar to how Process Injection is used, by 

causing a malicious executable to be loaded and run in the 

context of numerous processes on the machine. By 

continuously triggering invocation, installing IFEO 

mechanisms may also offer Persistence. By registering 

erroneous debuggers that reroute and inadvertently deactivate 

different system and security apps, malware can also utilise 

IFEO to impair defences.  A recent cyber-attack used the 

‘stack rumbling’ technique to disable software security.  

The threat actor was observed using Windows Defender 

binaries to sideload DLLs and using the ‘Bring your own 

vulnerable driver’ (BYOVD) and 'stack rumbling' techniques 

to disable protection software. The assaults often begin with 

the deployment of the Behinder web shell, which offers 

backdoor capabilities, remote code execution, and a Socks5 

proxy, through the exploitation of vulnerable public-facing 

apps, Internet Information Services (IIS), and Microsoft 

Exchange servers. It has been shown that some individuals 

sideload DLLs and launch malware like Croxloader (a 

modified Cobalt Strike loader) and SPHijacker (a tool for 

disabling security products) by exploiting legal Windows 

Defender executables. In order to stop security apps from 

operating, SPHijacker uses a vulnerable Zemana driver and 

stack rumbling to crash the program as soon as it is launched. 

To do so, it adds a new value to the IFEO registry key that is 

significant enough to cause a stack overflow and terminate the 

target programme. About 30 antivirus-related processes are 

the target of the technique, which results in a permanent DoS 

condition. "It is known that the IFEO register offers a variety 

of choices for creating processes. The technique known as 

IFEO injection can be used to stop the process execution flow 

in addition to attaching a debugger to an executable file. 

III. HVNC ATTACK 

Form-grabbing, screen-capture, web injections, and other 

dangerous features are all available in top-tier financial 

malware like Dridex, Neverquest, and Gozi. The hidden 

virtual network computing (hVNC) module, which enables 

attackers to get user-grade access to a compromised PC, is one 

significant component. Although it is well known that banking 

Trojans have remote control capabilities, little is known about 

how to use them. Malware uses hidden virtual network 

computing as a strategy to secretly take control of a victim's 

computer. Taking a look at an abstract of the VNC paradigm 

to better grasp how hidden VNC functions, one can see that 

there are two components to a VNC connection: a server and a 

client. The victim's computer serves as the server in this 

scenario, while the attacker acts as the client. The server 

transmits screen shots of the controlled endpoint's desktop to 

the client through the VNC connection. The client supplies the 

controller's keystrokes, mouse motions, and mouse clicks 

during that session. Attacker commands are executed by the 

victim's endpoint, and the attacker is able to observe the 

changes to the screen through the never-ending stream of 

screenshots. This gives the actor the ability to remotely 

manage what happens on the infected device. The victim can 

view everything the attacker does while using a standard VNC 

connection. That, of course, doesn't work for con artists. VNC 

in secret mode. Remote VNC access is not always harmful. It 

is employed as a reliable remote assistance solution in several 

settings. Cybercriminals just take advantage of the remote 

user-grade access that VNC provides. VNC is frequently used 

in financial malware to get around fraud safeguards. In the 

past, con artists faked their IP addresses using proxies. They 

did, however, have to come up with techniques to spoof 

fingerprints from whole devices when security measures 

improved. VNC can help in this situation. A transaction has a 

higher chance of success if it comes from a recognised user 

device. Previously, fraudsters had to access the account from 

the victim's own computer without leaving a trace in order to 

make fraudulent transactions seem legitimate to the victim's 

bank. The user would see the cursor moving on its own and 

get suspicious if they were using conventional VNC or other 

typical remote-control software. To solve this issue, 

cybercriminals created covert VNC. Instead of taking over the 

victim's desktop, an attacker can launch a covert instance in 

the form of a virtual desktop and operate it covertly behind the 

scenes while the unwary victim uses the computer as usual. 

The hVNC builds a fresh Windows desktop in order to erase 

any evidence that the endpoint has been remotely managed. 

Victims cannot observe processes started in the context of the 

new desktop since this virtual desktop has its own associated 

explorer.exe process. 

A feature of malware known as LOBSHOT dubbed hVNC 

(Hidden Virtual Network Computing) enables attackers to 

sneakily access a victim's PC. The hVNC component is useful 

for getting around fraud detection tools. Additionally, 

LOBSHOT is used to commit financial crimes thanks to its 

information-stealing and banking trojan functionality. 

LOBSHOT first establishes a unique framework for each user 

that includes a variety of data, including the GUID of the 

computer, Windows edition, the name and username of the 

computer, information about the Windows desktop object, the 

number of active processes, the malware process ID, and 

parent process, as well as the screen resolution, display device 

information, DPI for the display(s), and handles to the desktop 

objects and windows. The user would see the cursor moving 
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on its own and get suspicious if they were using conventional 

VNC or other typical remote-control software. To solve this 

issue, cybercriminals created covert VNC. Instead of taking 

over the victim's desktop, an attacker can launch a covert 

instance in the form of a virtual desktop and operate it 

covertly behind the scenes while the unwary victim uses the 

computer as usual. The hVNC builds a fresh Windows 

desktop in order to erase any evidence that the endpoint has 

been remotely managed. Victims cannot observe processes 

started in the context of the new desktop since this virtual 

desktop has its own associated explorer.exe process. 

Another important feature of the virus is the hVNC 

module of LOBSHOT. At this point, the hacked system starts 

sending images of the hidden desktop to an interested client 

under the attacker's control. By controlling the keyboard, 

clicking buttons, and moving the mouse with the client, the 

attacker has full remote control of the target device. The 

attacker can provide different commands thanks to 

LOBSHOT's hVNC module. These include the Windows Run 

command, starting a new Windows process using a provided 

command, launching web browsers like Internet Explorer, 

Edge, and Firefox, stopping already-running explorer.exe 

processes, changing Windows sound settings, setting or 

retrieving clipboard text, and turning on the Start Menu. 

IV. DOMINO BACKDOOR 

The Visual C++ programming language was used to 

produce a 64-bit DLL known as the Domino backdoor.  Once 

activated, the malware spreads infection by obtaining the login 

and hostname from the infected machine and making a hash of 

the data obtained. The backdoor then adds its current process 

ID to the hash. The virus then uses XOR to decode the 

configuration block and generates a 32-byte random key that 

is encrypted with the RSA key. After connecting to the C2 

server successfully, the Domino backdoor makes additional 

efforts to gather the essential system data, encrypt it, and 

deliver it to the distant server. Therefore, the malware 

anticipates receiving the decrypted payload from C2, which it 

then further decrypts, loads, and executes in order to spread 

the infection.   

The backdoor, known as "Domino," has been operational 

since at least October 2022 and has the ability to collect 

fundamental system data, transmit information to its 

command-and-control (C&C) server, and launch a loader to 

install the final payload on the compromised computers. The 

Lizar virus shares code with the Domino programme. The 

functionality, configuration architecture, and formats used for 

bot IDs are likewise comparable between the two malware 

families. Between March 2020 and late 2022, attacks used 

Lizar, also known as Tirion and DiceLoader, but Domino 

seems to have taken its place in more recent campaigns, 

according to IBM's security researchers. The Dave loader, 

which has been associated with the Conti/TrickBot gang and 

is still being maintained by former members of the criminal 

organization, has been used in Domino assaults from February 

2023. According to IBM, this demonstrates that former 

CONTI members and current or former FIN7 engineers most 

likely worked together to acquire or utilise Domino. The Dave 

loader was also detected delivering IcedID and Emotet, both 

of which were used by former Conti affiliates to spread 

ransomware. The Dave loader has been used in conjunction 

with Cobalt Strike in assaults that may be linked to former 

Conti members. 

Threat actors with a financial incentive typically work 

together with other hacking groups to boost their profits by 

using additional virus dissemination routes.  

Basic system information is gathered by the Domino 

backdoor and forwarded to the C2. The Domino loader is 

typically the AES-encrypted payload that the C2 returns. An 

encrypted payload is included in the resources of the loader 

and is decoded using AES. The payload that has been 

encrypted is a.NET info thief that calls itself the Nemesis 

Project. The Domino backdoor is designed to connect to a 

separate C2 address for domain-joined computers, indicating 

that Cobalt Strike or another more advanced backdoor might 

be downloaded for higher-value targets instead of the Project 

Nemesis information stealer. 

It is known that fraudsters use phishing to spread the 

Domino virus by sending out phoney emails that look 

authentic and contain a link or attachment that, when clicked, 

installs the malware on the victim's machine. Domino 

malware may also be spread by other methods, such as 

phishing, social engineering, exploiting software flaws, P2P 

networks, illegal software, malicious advertisements, hacked 

websites, etc. The goal is to convince the victim to download 

and run malicious software. 

In December 2021, Project Nemesis info thieves were 

unveiled and put up for sale on a number of Dark Web sites. It 

has the ability to gather information from a variety of online 

browsers and programmes, including Steam, Telegram, 

Discord, cryptocurrency wallets, VPN services, and more. 

CONCLUSION 

The 'stack rumbling' approach was recently utilised in a 

cyberattack to destroy software security. The threat actor was 

seen sideloading DLLs with Windows Defender binaries, 

disabling security software via "Bring your own vulnerable 

driver" (BYOVD), and stack rumbling. Attacks often begin 

with the installation of the Behinder web shell, which offers 

backdoor capabilities, remote code execution, and a Socks5 

proxy, through the exploitation of shoddy public-facing apps, 

Internet Information Services (IIS), and Microsoft Exchange 

servers. For hVNC, Accessing VNC remotely isn't necessarily 

bad. It is used in many contexts as a dependable remote help 

option. Simply put, cyber criminals’ profit from VNC's remote 

user-grade access. Financial malware typically takes 

advantage of VNC to get around fraud protections. In the past, 

con artists used proxies to mask their IP addresses. However, 

when security measures increased, they had to develop 

methods to fake fingerprints from whole machines. VNC can 

be useful in this scenario.  

For the Domino Backdoor, Once launched, the virus 

spreads infection by getting the hostname and login from the 

compromised computer and hashing the data collected. The 

backdoor then updates the hash with its current process ID. 

The configuration block is then decoded by the virus using 

XOR, and a 32-byte random key is generated and encrypted 

using the RSA key. The Domino backdoor continues its 

efforts to collect the crucial system data, encrypt it, and send it 

to the remote server after connecting to the C2 server 

successfully. 
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